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Welcome to our 111th edition of the newsletter. Included in this months newsletter are articles
on calf rearing compliance, reducing waste, soil & nutrient management, Freshstart reenergising cow drink, commodities updates, milk powders, recognising early reabsorption and
the woodland creation grant.
Your feedback and comments are most welcome. If clarification is required, please contact the
article contributor or for more articles and news visit www.fcgagric.com.
Edited by Gerard Finnan of David Bardgett Ltd and The Farm Consultancy Group
Tel: 07976 426420.

In early December, Mark and I were invited to join Tom and Josh of Synergy Vets at one of their calf discussion
group meetings to discuss compliance in calf rearing, especially with Red Tractor Standards. This month I will be
looking at points raised at this event and actions to take to ensure you meet compliance rules.
Calf rearing/management:
Husbandry procedures must only be carried
out by competent persons, this includes those
that are certified to undertake procedures or
who are experienced. A competent person
must be able to understand welfare implications of the methods they are using and the
conditions of use. Training is available through
your vets, please contact them for more information.
The table (right) shows the requirements for
Red Tractor in regards to husbandry management.
Calf housing (both pens/loose housing) must meet requirements to be able to provide safe, comfortable and hygienic environments for those housed.
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•

Clean, dry and suitable bedding must always be provided. Slatted areas must not be used.

•

It is important that there is adequate ventilation in all housing areas, this will help ensure that
they are able to keep healthy during either hot/cold temperatures.
Adequate and safe lighting should be available for inspecting calves when there is not
enough natural light.
Calves must have enough space to allow them to lie down simultaneously, stretch and move
freely; they must also have both visual and tactile contact with other calves, especially when
housed in pens.
Livestock over 8 weeks of ages should be housed in groups of 2 or more where feasible.

•
•
•

Thank you for reading and thank you to Synergy for inviting us to their discussion group. There will
be a follow up article to talk about feeding youngstock to meet Red Tractor standards including colostrum testing. Follow that we will be going through general livestock management.
For interpretation of the Red Tractor Regulations and help with getting the required paperwork together for an audit, contact Emily at emilywynder@fcgagric.com or Tel: 07944
680469.
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One of the key tools in Lean Farming is identifying waste. There are eight forms of waste that can be remembered via this acronym:
D- defects, O- overproduction, W- waiting, N- Non-utilised people, intellect and resources, T- transport, I- inventory, M -motion, E- extra processing
In this article we look at the waste known as Inventory. This is hard to identify on farms. It is when you have an
excess of something that you do not actually need which then takes up space or ties up working capital. This
should not be confused with carrying an extra something in case of a problem, e.g. extra silage in case of a
drought. It is when you have more than you need to get the job done.
It is normally the result of producing too much or ordering too much which then takes up space. It can also lead
to products, e.g. medicine or feed going out of date and being wasted. An example of this would be a farm that
ordered extra dry cow rolls, as the price was low, for the following year. The problem being that the minerals for
the rolls went out of date after six months and the product wasn’t going to be used for nearly 12 months. The
product was wasted and the saving in cash terms lost.
Other examples of this waste on farm:
•
Too much medication ordered that expires and no longer fit
for purpose.
•
Ordering too many bags of seed which don’t get used and
then lose their viability to germinate potentially in the following year.
•
Too much straw purchased which then gets stored outside
and wet from the rain.
•
Not knowing what stocks you have in the workshop of wire,
nails, staples, bolts, etc and ordering more.
To help avoid this, one of the Lean tools is known as Kanban cards. It is a system to manage purchases to avoid
stock piling or over purchasing. This is a system that places a coloured card by the particular item of stock with
details of when to order more so as to avoid carrying too much stock, see example above.
This card would be placed in the pile of glove boxes at the point when there is only sufficient stock left to last 14
days, the time taken for the new order to arrive. When the card is revealed the team member knows it is time to
reorder and can use the information on the card to do so, thus avoiding over ordering or running out.
Make reducing waste in your business one of your New Year resolutions in 2020. If you would like to
discuss this further or other areas of Lean Management, please contact Phil at pcooper@fcgagric.com or
Tel: 07798 673665.

Recently I was asked to complete a soil, nutrient and biodiversity management
plan for a client who required it for their milk buyer. It was a great opportunity to
be able to discuss management of land to reduce the risks of soil runoff, erosion,
nutrient leaching and biodiversity damage through improving cropping, fertiliser,
sprays and livestock management.
Following a farm visit we were able to provide the client with a portfolio of risk
maps, soil assessment, biodiversity and conservation plans and fertiliser recommendations alongside manure management plans.
By producing these plans, they act as a point of discussion and action which can lead to positive outcomes for
your business and the environment as well keeping your business compliant for milk buyer and RPA.
I have recently completed the BASIS Soil & Water training course with BASIS. This enables me to advise our
clients on all matters relating to improving soil and water management on their farms.
Please contact Emily at emilywynder@fcgagric.com or Tel 07944 680469, if you require a soil or nutrient
management plan completed or updated.
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DBL is pleased to announce that we have just started trading with a new supplier, Premier Nutrition. The first product we are offering from them is Freshstart, a highly palatable,
re-energising fresh cow drink specifically designed to aid recovery post calving.
Freshstart should ideally be presented within 15 minutes of a cow calving and is designed to promote appetite immediately post calving, while providing the animal with a
boost of Calcium, Glucose & Electrolytes. As well as being a formulated energising rehydrating drink, it helps to reduce the risk of phosphorous deficiency, helps to encourage
the return of feed intakes and thus is better able to support good early milk production.
Ensuring the cow is rehydrated and feeding as quickly as possible post-calving is critical and has enormous implications on health, production and fertility in the following lactation if not achieved. Freshstart can also help prevent a displaced abomasum by helping fill the rumen to fill the space vacated by the calf post-calving.
Each dose of Freshstart is 1kg product, to which first 5 litres of 65°C water is added, before thoroughly mixing and then
topping up with cool water for a 15 litre drink for your freshly calved cow. Freshstart is currently available as either 3
x15kg tubs (1kg product per tub), ready for you to just add water, or as a 20kg plastic bags that should ideally be transferred into a sealable tub upon opening. The 20kg bags would be better suited to large or block calving herds.
For more information on Freshstart, contact Andrew at andrew@davidbardgett.co.uk or Tel: 07717 442888.

The pound rose against both the dollar and euro on the news of the election result but have since fallen back some, but
overall the pound is up a further two cents against the dollar and a cent and a half against the euro. Oil has continued
to rise over the last month and is now $5/barrel higher than this time last month.
The last GDT auction saw a further loss of 5.1%, mainly on the back of skim (-6.3%) & whole (-6.7%) milk powders
dropping, but cheddar (+1.7%) continued its recovery. Some analysts had been expecting a bigger fall. Many believe
this is a sign that prices have reached their peak.
Milk Powder - As expected, we have seen a further increase in price. SMP reached a 5-year high last month (up 30%
since September 2019), as reported in last month’s commodities report. We are also seeing an increase (up 20% since
September 2019) in vegetable oils (palm & coconut) which are used in both skim & whey powders.
Feed - Cereal prices have continued to increase over the past month all on the back of continued poor plantings this
autumn. Proteins have also seen a slight increase over the last month, partly due to Argentina’s biggest exporter of soy
oil & meal having to restructure debts.
Fertiliser – The market is very quiet leading to a fall in urea prices. If you require spring fertiliser, book early as I think
there will be a rush, and some will be disappointed that it isn’t on farm when they want it. If interested in seeing what
fertiliser deals can be done, including delaying payment for six months then call for a price.
For up to date prices and specific quotes, contact Andrew on Tel: 07717 442888 or at
andrew@davidbardgett.co.uk

Increases in milk powder prices along with some decreases in milk price, may tempt some to consider using whole milk
to rear their calves on this spring. However, remember that there is a potential increase in disease risk if you do this,
particularly if you do not have a good Johnes control plan in place. We have two main suppliers for milk powder, and
they are The Calf Company and Trouw Nutrition, but if you would like a price on a different supplier’s product, we can
get this too.
It’s been eighteen months now since Trouw launched their Energized Calf Milk (ECM) powder. I was always hesitant to
recommend a powder as everyone has different ideas for their ideal powder, but now I wouldn’t recommend anything
else. I’ve sold and seen the results for the powder in all breeds and dairy systems and every time I hear how well the
calves are doing on the powder. How the calves are bigger, stronger, healthier, have less scours and more energy
than previously, on alternative products. They look like they’ve been reared on whole milk!
Some of this must be attributed to the fact that the powder has been designed to be as close to whole milk as possible,
and so easier for the calf to use and digest. Customers say how easy the product is to mix, with no bits left floating in
the water and how easy it is to get the calves on to the full feed rate. The product has been developed using the latest
extensive research by Trouw that has followed animals through from birth to lactation and is showing positive results in
the lactating animals compared to their contemporaries, i.e. more milk & greater fat production.
I now have a 60% Skim Organic Milk Powder available. This is a new product for me but one that I am excited to be
able to offer. For more information, or to discuss your milk powder requirements, please contact Andrew at
andrew@davidbardgett.co.uk or Tel: 07717 442888.
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Every producer knows that dreaded feeling when you find a cow who once
was pregnant suddenly shows up as “open.” Not only is this a discouraging
feeling, but the loss of pregnancy can snowball into having a financial impact
too.
Losses come from reduced milk production, an increase in cull rates, an
increase in semen costs, higher vet costs and over-conditioned cows.
These costs are linked with a reduced ability to cull cows, sell heifers, maintain or expand the herd internally, fewer calves born each year and increased herd health risks from potentially needing to purchase replacements.
Infertility stems from the nutritional demand of milk yield, where cows shift nutrient resources toward producing
milk in place of preparing the ovaries and uterus for conception and pregnancy. This can sometimes make maintaining a pregnancy hard to achieve.
To help you these points should be put into place:
1. Develop and follow a standard operating procedure (SOP) for detecting heats from 17 to 24 days after insemination.
2. Pregnancy diagnose (P.D) from 28 days to 35 days, this will allow you to re-synchronize and re-breed open
cows.
3. Do not forget to monitor bulling activity in cows that were pregnant at day 28-35. Close heat detection may
not be possible but using an aid like chalk or patches on the tail-head or activity monitors will help identify
any reabsorptions of pregnant cows.
4. Recheck the pregnant cows again around day 60 of the pregnancy. Nearly all of anticipated pregnancy losses will have occurred by this time, so you can identify and re-synchronize and re-breed any open cows.
PD at drying off is also a good management tip, non- pregnant cows can be recycled if block calving or
culled.
Therefore, it is essential that a balanced ration for production and fertility with quality fermented forages or wellmaintained grazing leys are fed to the cows throughout their lactation and dry period.
For further advice on getting your cows in calf whilst optimising milk production from your dairy herd,
contact Mark at markyearsley@fcgagric.com or Tel: 07984 785190.

The Woodland Creation Grant is part of Countryside Stewardship and is available for applications all year round. You can apply for up to £6,800 per hectare to help plant trees, including the capital items associated with this. As well as payments of £1.28 per tree, you
can also apply for various fencing and gate options, as well as individual tree shelters
(£1.60 each). This grant is delivered by the Forestry Commission, who will work closely
with you to ensure the success of your woodland. In general, the minimum application area is 3ha, with any separate blocks being a minimum of 0.5ha (and minimum width of 20
metres). In some circumstances you may be able to apply for planting as part of ‘measures
for water quality or flood prevention’, in which case the minimum application area is reduced to 1ha, with any separate blocks being a minimum of 0.1ha (and minimum width of
10 metres). If successful, you will have two years to purchase and plant/install the capital
items, and a further three months to submit the final payment claim. Once the final claim
has been made, you can then apply for a separate multi-year Woodland Maintenance
Grant to maintain the newly created woodland for ten years.
If you are considering planting any blocks of woodland, then the Woodland Creation Grant
could compliment your project perfectly. The application process is straight forward and
the Forestry Commission will provide as much help and guidance as is required. As well
as being environmentally friendly planting trees helps your business reduce its carbon footprint which will become more important in the future to become more sustainable.
The Sherborne office has helped complete a number of successful applications in
the last year. Contact Sophie at sophiecahill@fcgagric.com or Tel: 07496 587011 for
more information on the application process.
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FCG Sherborne Office:
Tel: 01935 850093
Email:
midwest@fcgagric.com
4 Trent Court
Trent, Sherborne
Dorset, DT9 4AY

Disclaimer: Whilst every care is taken to provide accurate information, no liability can be accepted for any omission or inaccuracy of fact
or opinion. These comments are for general guidance only. For specific recommendations consult the signposted consultant.
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